
Siblings 
moving 

around the 
world, where 

they met

Emphasis on place and 
time when they all met 

- big bubbles and  in 
the  timeline. Where 

they live and when they 
travel - dashed is travel, 

solid lines are leaving

Missing now: when people 
are at the same place and 
same time (or same place 
but not at the same time). 
Lines seems to not work, 
and missing smaller time 
scale scales of travel. Eg 

two people went to 
Belgium but not who

Started with Locations of the LoR 
story on the map and each 
character has their own line 
shape/texture. Time is color 

coded for all characters and the 
thickness of line is duration of 
the travel. Duration of stay is 

circle size.

map city on the map and 
the color is the characters. 

Time is not taken into 
account and for now the 

date is provided as an 
annotation, but not all are 

at the same date.

What is missing 
time 

representation. 
When are people 
at the same place 
at the same time.

Too crowded? A 
different spatial 

mapping. How to 
show a pair that 

breaks/splits.

Distance?
Hierarchy 

(continents)?
 Coverage?

Round 1 Round 2 Round 3

Round 1 Round 2 Round 3

Round 1 Round 2 Round 3

Visualizing relationships between people 
over time and space

Session 2

Gaëlle

Camille

Tanja

Today you'll make 2 sketches, in 20 min each

Answer the questions & pick inspiration cards

If you're curious, these are the 

sketches we made

Who was in what place? When are they together and when are they alone? Choose one question:

How far apart are the places the people traveled to?

How much of the world did each person visit?

Which continents did each person visit?

1.

2.

3.

When are the characters at the same place at the same time? When 

does one group arrive after another?

Choose one question:

How much of Middle Earth did each character visit?

How far away from each other were the different characters at any point?

1.

2.

How and where do the members of the groups change?
Choose one question:

How efficient are the different groups in reaching their final destination (Mordor)? i.e. 

what detours did they take?

How far away from each other were the different characters at any point?

1.

2.

Colors 
represent 

parts of the 
trajectory

Important 
dates 

around 
circle

Every level 
represents 
a group of 
characters

This is 
the 

legend

People are 
represented 
by the lines 
(storylines)

Ideally the 
distances would 
be proportional 
between map 

and lines

Easier to 
represent 
space on 

map

Difficult 
to 

combine

Camille 
used 

this one

Camille 
used 

this one

Time and 
space on x 
and y axes

Every place 
gets a pie 
chart with 

who is there

Challenging 
when at the 

same place at 
different times

Ran out 
of space

Interesting: shows 
that at the start a 

lot of the 
characters are at 
the same place

Places ordered based 
on where Frodo & Sam 

traveled, then Merry 
and Pipin, had to add 

more places. ~ 
temporal order of the 

story

Didn't 
really use 
the cards

Inspiration 
for 

characters 
(Tanja)

Timeline of x 
axis, distance 
on y- axis (not 

exact)

Characters that 
haven't show up 

yet are at ∞ 
distance, also 
when they die

Distance 
between 

the groups
Baseline: group 
at a place (not 

traveling), try to 
keep location 

consistent

Distance is 
relative: 

ordered in 
how far they 

are

Iterate on 
previous 
design

People 
are 

colors

vertical bars 
on the timeline 
are meetings 
with everyone

Merged lines 
show people 

living together 
for a longer 

period

Colors also 
used on map, 
but only for 

extended stays

Continuous line is 
living, dotted lines 
are travel, arrows 
show changes in 

location

Link between 
the continuous 
line in the map 

and in the 
timeline

Two scales: 
detailed 
France + 

world

Glyphs: one 
color per 

person, also 1 
quarter of the 

squares on right

There's no 
time. Order of 
colors could 

indicate 
sequence

Didn't 
really use 
the cards

Size of circles 
doesn't 

represent 
anything

Linking the 
characters 

would make 
following them 

easier

Cleaner without 
lines. + allows 
for one person 

to be in multiple 
places

Gives some 
groups more 

visual 
importance 
than others

Anastasia Bezerianos
G.Hulstein


